After Treatment


Our Treatment and Post Care
Instructions has a 100% success
rate. Its crucial to follow our Post
care Treatment Schedule to
Guarantee Complete Success.
Post Care- Combing Schedule
Change Clothes immediately so if any
lice have fallen on clothing it will
prevent Re-infestation.
Leave Treatment in hair for at least 3
hours.
Wash with shampoo thoroughly and
condition .

Combing InstructionsWet hair thoroughly. Comb through
with Hair Fairy Godmother comb for
the next 6 days, wiping on paper towel
after every few swipes. If you are
getting nothing after each swipe move
on to next section. Make sure you are
combing the scalp not just the hair.

Cleaning

Comb Care

After Treatment Cleaning
Suggestions

Take comb and place under warm
running water with the teeth
facing down, take finger and run it
across teeth releasing any nits or
lice trapped in comb. After comb is
completely clean and treatment is
completed you can sterilize comb
by placing it container and pouring
boiling water in it. Allow to soak
until water turns cool. Remove and
air dry.
To prevent damage of comb DO
NOT put comb in pan of boiling
water!

1. Wash and dry bedding
2. Sanitize all hair brushes and
accessories by placing them
in freezer for 6 hours or
placing them in tuber ware
with boiling water until
water cools.
3. Bag stuffed animals, back
packs or any un-washable
items for at least 48 hours
4. Wipe down or vacuum
furniture that has been
exposed to lice.
Our Guarantee
You are guaranteed to be lice and
nit-free when you follow and adhere to
the simple follow-up treatment plan.
Your treatment combined with the
follow-up will eradicate all lice
infestations. It is normal to comb out
some debris for a few days following an
appointment. A few nits or dead lice
found within the first three days after
treatment does not warrant a return
trip. The details will be explained
completely after treatment.

Remember moving forward the
best offense with lice is a strong
defense.
Wear hair up, back or in braid
Use a lice repellant daily when
your child is around other children
Continue to do routine Lice checks
at home at least every other week
to ward off future infestations.

